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Significant Reduction in Tax
Via Portfolio Interest Exception,
Tax Avoidance Plan
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DX is a U.S. corporation that intends to purchase property to use in its manufacturing business. FX is a partnership organized in country N
that is owned in equal parts by LC1 and LC2, leasing companies that are unrelated to DX. BK, a bank organized in country N and unrelated
to DX, LC1 and LC2, lends $100,000,000 to FX to enable FX to purchase the property. On the same day, FX purchases the property and
engages in a transaction with DX which is treated as a lease of the property for country N tax purposes but a loan for U.S. tax purposes.
Accordingly, DX is treated as the owner of the property for U.S. tax purposes. The parties comply with the requirements of section 881(c)
with respect to the debt obligation of DX to FX. FX and DX structured these transactions in this manner so that LC1 and LC2 would be
entitled to accelerated depreciation deductions with respect to the property in country N and DX would be entitled to accelerated
depreciation deductions in the United States. None of the parties would have participated in the transaction if the payments made by DX
were subject to U.S. withholding tax.
The loan[s] from BK to FX and from FX to DX are financing transactions and, together constitute a financing arrangement. The participation
of FX in the financing arrangement reduces the tax imposed by section 881 because payments made to FX, but not BK, qualify for the
portfolio interest exemption of section 881(c) because BK is a bank making an extension of credit in the ordinary course of its trade or
business within the meaning of section 881(c)(3)(A). Moreover, because DX borrowed the money from FX instead of borrowing the money
directly from BK to avoid the tax imposed by section 881, one of the principal purposes of the participation of FX was to avoid that tax (even
though another principal purpose of the participation of FX was to allow LC1 and LC2 to take advantage of accelerated depreciation
deductions in country N). Assuming that FX would not have participated in the financing arrangement on substantially the same terms but
for the fact that BK loaned it $100,000,000, FX is a conduit entity and the financing arrangement is a conduit financing arrangement.
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